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Message from the Chancellor of Kobe College
Dr. Ken Ii
First, let me start my message by expressing my most sincere gratitude for your continuing
support for Kobe College (KC), especially when so many people around the world are suffering
from COVID-19. Our thoughts and prayers are with those who have been living in difficult,
sometimes tragic circumstances. KC is no exception in making some difficult adjustments in our
school activities. For example:
1. While the High School Department students were able to come to the campus for in-person
studies, most of the students in the College Department had to attend classes online.
2. KC’s Spring Bazaar, the well-known annual event since 1911, had to be postponed to October,
and then eventually cancelled.
3. The Christmas Service was held at the school auditorium with a limited number of faculty
members and staff allowed to attend, while the other students participated in the service online.
As you know, KC will celebrate its 150th Anniversary in 2025. As a
theme to celebrate the occasion, we have selected, “Bridging
Generations” as its motto. This truly reflects our commitment to
reflect the history of the school, and to pass the richness of it on to the
next generations. We invited all the students, as well as our faculty
members, to create an artistic logo for the occasion. Many responded
and we selected the one which you see to the right.
Amid the preparation for the celebration, we had to say “Goodbye” to Prof. Kotoko Saito. She
retired on March 31st, 2021, after serving at KC for 33 years, six of which as the president of its
College Department. At the Christmas concert in December 2020, Ms. Saito beautifully sang
“The Messiah” by Handel, along with the choir who sang with masks on.
Succeeding Prof. Saito, Prof. Kei-ichi Nakano was installed as the new president of the College
Department, effective April 1st, 2021. Prof. Nakano, graduated from Doshisha University,
School of Theology, in 1988, and continued his studies at the Pacific School of Religion, in
Barkley, CA., where he was awarded the degree of D.Min. Prior to joining KC in 2010, he taught
at Sho-ei Junior College. Sho-ei was founded by a missionary from the American Board, Ms.
Annie L. Howe, in 1889. Ms. Howe graduated from Rockford Seminary, which is now known as
Rockford University.
Dr. Roberta Wollons, the president of KCC-JEE, wrote a book about the history of Sho-ei, as
well as the life of its founder, Ms. Howe. Assisting Ms. Howe at the school was Sugiura-Nobu
Hamaguchi, one of the first graduates of KC, who happens to be the grandmother of Go Sugiura.
We are amazed to note the historical ties among many through the generations.
Dr. Ken Ii
Chancellor & President of the Board of Trustees
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Message from the President
Dr. Roberta Wollons
Last year as we celebrated our 100th anniversary via zoom, we were confident that we would be
back face to face for our 101st annual meeting. It has continued to be too big a risk, though, with
COVID not yet under control and stronger variants circulating around the world. For these
reasons we are meeting virtually once again in 2021.
The good news is that meeting via Zoom made it possible for more people in the United States
and Japan to attend than ever before. September was a splendid celebration of 100 years of
history, followed in May by a reunion of the Gottschalk teachers and students, spanning decades
of connections with KC High School and each other. We were all moved by the outpouring of
memories and friendship that these meetings generated.
This year we will meet via Zoom on Friday, September 10th in the evening so that our Japanese
friends and colleagues can join us on Saturday morning, September 11th. We are highlighting the
Gottschalk Teacher Program with video presentations from our past and present teachers and
students, who will share their experiences with the larger KCC-JEE community. Our presenters
include: Joyce Hartman (Turner), former missionary teacher 1954-57; Hiroko Nishimura, KCHS
alumna, and a student of Joyce Hartman; and Miho Sodeno, KCHS alumna, class of 2005, a
pediatrician who has served with Doctors Without Borders. We look forward to hearing from
these several generations of KCHS teachers and students.
Despite the constraints on travel, our programs are ongoing and strong. The 2020-2021 Graduate
Fellow, Shannon Welch, was able to enter Japan last fall, and the Bryant Drake Guest Professor,
Dr. Mariko Gakiya, was already in Japan and able to begin her teaching on time. The Essay
Contest awarded a winner who will go to Japan with the past year’s delayed winner next
summer. The Internship Program, however, has been the most impacted. Due to the constraints
on travel and workplace precautions, this program has not been operating for the past 2 cycles.
We are, of course, hopeful that it will resume next summer.
Finally, I can report that our finances are in excellent shape due to a strong stock market this year
and savings in travel and meeting costs. We are on solid ground as we begin the next 100 years!
As always, I owe a deep debt of gratitude and appreciation to our Board of Directors, whose
commitment to the mission and vision of KCC-JEE is generous and sustaining. And to Kanae
Takenaka, our office administrator, without whom we could not do this work.
We look forward to seeing new and familiar faces via Zoom at the 101st meeting of KCC-JEE.

Dr. Roberta Wollons
President, KCC- JEE
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Vice President of Finance & Treasurer
Ken Tornheim
KCC-JEE’s financial position improved during the fiscal year ended March 31, 2021, with an
increase in its net assets of approximately $998,000. As shown in the summarized financial
results on page 5, the Organization had an overall investment gain for the year of approximately
$1,276,000 resulting from a significant continuing rally in the equity stock markets. This
represents a rather remarkable recovery from the substantial stock market declines that started
in late February 2020 and continued into the early part of the Organization’s fiscal year in
reaction to the global pandemic. The Organization remains reliant on strong stock market
results to generate an increase in its net assets while maintaining its program at the current level.
The Organization ended the year with a net asset balance at nearly $5.0 million.
The Organization once again satisfied its 5% distribution rule as a private non-operating
foundation whereby it must distribute 5% of the value of the net investment assets annually in
the form of program and certain eligible administrative expenses.
The Organization received a total of $24,334 in contributions of for the year. This includes
$14,960 from KC graduates living in North America. We are most grateful for this generosity
and support which is essential for KCC-JEE to continue its programs and carry out its mission.
Our most sincere “Thank you” to each and every supporter of the Organization.
The Organization’s investment portfolio is managed by the investment management firm of
William Blair. William Blair, founded in 1935 and based in Chicago, is a global investment
banking and asset management firm.
The CPA firm of Desmond & Ahern, Ltd. was once again appointed as the accounting firm for
the Organization. Desmond & Ahern performed the review of the Organization’s annual
financial statements for the year ended March 31, 2021 and prepared the related federal and
state nonprofit organization information and tax filings.
To ensure future sustainability of the Organization, we remain committed to vigilant fiscal
responsibility in both our spending on programs and administrative expenses. We also
recognize that future investment gains are not guaranteed. We as a Board will continue to
exercise prudent investment policies with the intent, if possible, to produce long-term
investment gains and have sufficient liquidity to make distributions for programs and other
expenses.
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KOBE COLLEGE CORPORATION-JAPAN EDUCATION EXCHANGE
SUMMARIZED FINANCIAL RESULTS

Years ended March 31
2020
2019

2021
Revenue:
Investment income (loss)

2018

$1,276,353

$(304,579)

$204,371

$398,544

24,334

17,534

26,084

30,074

1,300,687

(287,045)

230,455

428,618

230,990

236,135

245,841

251,153

Management & general

57,678

83,719

63,498

72,253

Private Foundation taxes
(benefit)

14,122

(1,618)

2,270

6,491

302,790

318,236

311,609

329,897

997,897

(605,281)

(81,154)

98,721

3,992,448

4,597,729

4,678,883

4,580,162

$4,990,345

$3,992,448

$4,597,729

$4,678,883

Contributions
Total revenue

Expenses:
Programs

Total expenses
Increase (decrease) in net
assets
Net assets:
Beginning of fiscal year
End of fiscal year
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Vice President of Programs
Cindi SturtzSreetharan
The KCC-JEE Programs have had an eventful year. As COVID has carried on, we have
continued to offer our programs as best as we can. Each of our programs fulfills the KCC-JEE
mission of delivering unique and culturally meaningful educational opportunities for people in
Japan and the US. As the report below notes, the Gottschalk Teacher Program has persisted,
rising to various challenges with aplomb. The 2020-2021 Graduate Fellow (Ms. Shannon Welch)
was able to enter Japan last fall and has been diligently collecting her data and conducting
research for her dissertation. The Bryant Drake Guest Professor, Dr. Mariko Gakiya, was already
in Japan and thus was able to successfully move from Kanto to Kansai and fulfill her teaching
and faculty duties. The essay contest continues to award winners with the goal of sending up to 3
essay contest winners to Japan next summer. The internship program has been the most
challenging as it requires people in Japan and the US to feel that each context provides a safe
space for learning and experiencing US culture and society; to date, this program has not been
operating for the past 2 cycles. The silver lining for KCC-JEE is that COVID has provided us the
time to reimagine the internship program, collaboratively figuring out ways that we can bring
Kobe College students to the US to experience hands-on learning.
We thank you for your continued support of KCC-JEE and the life-changing programs we are
able to offer.
Gottschalk Teacher Program Report
Submitted by Yuki Ohigashi & Elizabeth Hartung-Cole
The Gottschalk Teacher Program continues to uphold the KCC-JEE Mission Statement by
providing a culturally rich educational opportunity for both talented English-speaking educators
and the high-achieving Japanese students at Kobe College High School (KCHS).
Despite the logistical challenges related to travel restrictions due to COVID19, the two
Gottschalk teachers recruited in 2019 were willing and able to travel to KCHS in the spring of
2020. One of them had to stay at a hotel for 14 days, but safely arrived at KCHS. The high
school was closed for approximately two months that April and May. By mid-June, KCHS
resumed in-person classes and the Gottschalk teachers were teaching with their students. The
school followed the government’s guidelines (mask wearing, social distancing, opening windows
even in the middle of winter, etc.) and everyone has remained healthy.
Because of the dedication and hard work of the Gottschalk teachers, the KCHS students did well
in extracurricular English events such as speech contests and the skit contest. Students also
received high scores on the following commercial English assessment exams: the TOEFL
JUNIOR (for J2 and J3 students); the GTEC (Advanced) (for S1 and S2 students); and the
TOEFL ITP (for S3 students). The Gottschalk teachers are always involved with the English
Speaking Society (ESS) club activities and in 2020 the club successfully performed “Tangled” at
the school’s Cultural Festival (which, due to the pandemic, was held only internally).
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Last July, we received over 100 applications for the
Gottschalk teacher position beginning in April 2021.
Eventually, two excellent candidates were approved
by KC. The pandemic also brought changes to the
recruitment process. In the past, the interviews of the
finalists were conducted in-person in Chicago. For
the safety of all those involved, we decided to
conduct them via Zoom. Also, an increasing number
of applicants are currently working abroad and can
R. Young and his wife, Juliana & S.Vrtiska
only be interviewed remotely. As a result, we
decided to conduct this final recruitment step via Zoom for all interviews in the future. This, of
course, will reduce our expenditures and budget significantly.
Through this program, the Gottschalk teachers and the students and faculty of KCHS are
exposed to many cross-cultural activities and interactions. The committee is exploring creative
ways to capture key examples of these positive influences. If you have stories to share, please do
not hesitate to contact us. Also, if you know of anyone who might be interested in the Gottschalk
teacher position in the future, please direct them to our website to learn details about the position
and sign up to receive the recruitment information when it becomes available.
Because of the generosity of our valued supporters, the Gottschalk Teacher Program received a
total of $4,764 in designated donations last year. We continue to receive a wide variety of inkind support from committee members, the KCC-JEE office administration, Rockford
University, and all those who help advertise the position. We also collaborate well with the KC
Chancellor's Office and High School.
The Gottschalk Teacher Program is KCC-JEE’s largest program, and we strive to create
innovative ways to sustain quality, promote our program, and generate even more support.
Graduate Fellowship Committee Report
Submitted by Liv Coleman
Relevance to the Mission
The Graduate Fellowship Program is a nationally distinctive fellowship program awarding one
fellowship valued at $30,000 per year for doctoral dissertation research in Japan. Participants
are selected through a competitive application process. Graduate Fellows may select Kobe
College as a research affiliation site and several fellows have done so. All Graduate Fellows
make a research presentation at Kobe College during their time in Japan. Graduate Fellows make
contributions to the US-Japan relationship and intercultural understanding not only through their
intellectual research contributions, but also through their career development for college and
university educators about Japan. They continue to bring their specialized knowledge of Japan to
generations of students and public audiences around their universities.
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Efficiency
The Graduate Fellowship Program operates within the allocated budget. For transparency and
efficiency purposes, the program publicizes due dates for applications, advertises the program
widely, and communicates the names and project titles of fellowship winners. We also receive a
mid-year report from the fellowship winner each year to learn about their research progress in
Japan. We ask that Graduate Fellows who publish research based on their work funded by this
fellowship include a statement mentioning our support in their publication (s). Due to pandemic
difficulties regarding obtaining a visa and entering Japan, some payment dates for fellowship
funds were delayed and may need to be delayed again this 2021-2022 academic year. Overall
program expenses, however, remain on track and scholars have adapted and persisted with their
research projects amidst pandemic difficulties. Graduate Fellows have also used their time in the
United States prior to travel to Japan to establish additional connections in Japan using Zoom,
email, and other Internet-based communication tools.
Outcomes
The Graduate Fellowship Program facilitates research in Japanese Studies that, in many cases,
simply may not otherwise be possible. There are relatively few opportunities available for
doctoral students to apply for funds supporting international travel and research abroad. This
kind of financial support for doctoral research in Japan launches careers in Japanese Studies that
last lifetimes and offers funds for which there are no ready substitutes. The knowledge gained,
new scholarship generated, and professional networks built are the very backbone on which USJapan relations are built at the level of civil society. Graduate Fellows frequently report that
KCC-JEE Graduate Fellowship support is career-making and life-affirming.
Sustainability
The Graduate Fellowship Program’s fundraising is part of the overall fundraising program of the
KCC-Japan Education Exchange. The program has not received any funds earmarked for this
fellowship, as Graduate Fellowship alumni who have contributed to KCC-JEE have made
unrestricted donations in the past. To ensure the sustained quality of our program and make sure
it works as smoothly as possible, the program seeks feedback from Graduate Fellowship
recipients through their mid-year progress reports to the organization and by open email
communication with fellows throughout the year about how the travel arrangements and research
experience are going. Fellows are often invited to KCC-JEE events in Chicago later to give
presentations on their research and chat about their experiences as well.
Current Graduate Fellowship Recipients
Our current 2020-2021 Graduate Fellow, Ms. Shannon Welch, is conducting research in Japan as
an affiliate of Waseda University. Her Ph.D. research project is entitled “Ambiguous Borders
Between Immigration and Imperialism: Reconceptualizing Postcolonial Studies through
Japanese-Brazilian Immigrant Literature.”
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We were pleased to award the 2021-2022 Graduate Fellowship to
Mr. Dylan Hallingstad O’Brien, who will also be affiliated with
Waseda University. His Ph.D. research project is titled, “The Work
of Being Well: Macrobiotic Philosophy and the Politics of Life.”

The 2020-2021 Graduate Fellow, Ms. Shannon Welch, delivered her seminar to Kobe College on
July 22, 2021. Here are a couple of photos:

KCC-JEE Internship Program
Submitted by Kaoru Sugiura
There is not much to report for the year 2020 because of the COVID pandemic. Both Kobe
College and our committee decided to wait to reactivate the Internship Program until after the
pandemic is over. We hope the program will resume in the summer of 2022.
The purpose of the Internship Program remains as it was established 22 years ago; namely, to
experience the American workplace and family life and to improve English language skills.
The Internship Program is valued at KC and written about in the brochure KC publishes every
year. The KC participants value the program and have commented that it helped them be
successful at job interviews later. Some of them were even hired by the companies they worked
for or related companies, while it encouraged others to go on to graduate school.
I hear a lot of nice words from the host families about their experience, and a good number of
them generously volunteer to host the students each year. We are grateful for their big hearts to
entertain the students in many ways.
Finally, we are grateful for the kind encouragement and contributions of the companies, schools
and NPOs who welcome the participants and provide opportunities for them to learn and
experience work environments and life in America. Without these supporters the program could
not exist.
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KCC-JEE High School Essay Contest Committee Report
Submitted by Angie Gaspar
The KCC-JEE High School Essay Contest, now in its 24th year, is aligned with the KCC-JEE
mission of promoting positive relationships between Japan and the United States. Each year, one
high school student from the United States is sent to Japan to improve their Japanese language
skills. The student lives with a homestay family and studies at a language school, plus
participates in cultural activities in Japan. This unique contest promotes opportunities for
American high school students to create lasting relationships with people in Japan and also helps
foster an appreciation of Japanese culture and language.
This program, aside from the Internship Program, has the smallest budget to work with from the
KCC-JEE programs but has a lasting impact. One testament to the positive impact the program
has on participants is that our former winners often stay connected to KCC-JEE, either as contest
judges, presenters at our meetings, committee and/or board members and donors, or are
spotlighted in the KCC-JEE newsletter. Some former winners have gone on to continue their
Japanese language study in college and in their workplaces. Based on the positive reflections we
receive each year, most attribute this experience to: improving their Japanese language skills;
growing an appreciation of other cultures; and improving self-confidence as they navigate
another culture.
Once again, we were under budget. Due to the pandemic, we postponed sending our winner until
the summer of 2022 when it will be safer to travel. Essay winners are asked to write a reflection
on their experience which is used to help improve the program as necessary, one of which helped
us implement the practice of introducing former and current participants, so they can share
feedback and give helpful tips for our winners preparing to go abroad.
The 2021 contest winner is Josephine Kwok, from Harriton
High School in Pennsylvania. Ms. Kwok’s essay about her life
during the pandemic was selected from the 36 submitted essays.
She will attend the Kyoto Japanese Language School in 2022,
along with last year’s winner, Jaden Martinez, and our 2022
winner for the upcoming contest. In her free time, Ms. Kwok
enjoys playing tennis, the violin, and the viola. You may read
her winning essay on our website at https://www.KCCJEE.org/high-school-essay-contest.
Many thanks to our judges this year, all of whom are past KCC-JEE program participants,
including former essay contest winners, Ieisha Montgomery and Zachary Sebek and former
Gottschalk teachers, Elizabeth Hartung-Cole and Jeanne Sokolowski. For more information on
the 2022 contest, please check the KCC-JEE website in October.
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Bryant Drake Guest Professorship Committee
Submitted by Cindi SturtzSreetharan
Relevance to the Mission
The Bryant Drake Guest Professorship (BDGP) is named for Rev Bryant Drake who was well
known and recognized for his services on behalf of education in Japan. The BDGP was
established in 1982 to honor his memory. Every other year, a professor is recruited to teach at
Kobe College (KC) (神戸女学院) for one year across rotating disciplines. The current year’s
discipline was Global Studies.
Efficiency
While originally an endowed chairship, the funding for BDGP has fallen to the overall budget of
KCC-JEE. As such, KCC-JEE allocates a set amount for the salary of the BDGP. KC graciously
provides subsidized housing for the BDGP as well as research funds. Moving expenses have
rotated between KCC-JEE and KC over the past few years.
Outcomes
The outcomes from this program have been varied, including past BDGP participants joining the
Board of Directors of KCC-JEE or in serving on Committee as an ad hoc member. There have
been instances (Dr. Janine Shelby) where research with both KC and KCC-JEE members has
taken place.
Sustainability
Currently the Program is sustainable. We work closely with KC to make sure that their needs for
a BDGP are fulfilled with the disciplines being selected.
Current Bryant Drake Guest Professor
Dr. Mariko Gakiya is the current BDGP. Dr Gakiya
received her PhD in Administration, Planning and Social
Policy in 2004 from Harvard University. She has a BA in
Linguistics and Psychology (1992) from Hawai`i Pacific
University and two MA degrees: Comparative
Intercultural Studies (1993) from Boston University and
Human Development and Psychology (1995) from
Harvard University. Her dissertation was titled:
“Japanese Women’s Entrepreneurship: Poignancy and
Power of Passion”.

Dr. Mariko Gakiya & Dr. Ken Ii

Dr Gakiya taught various classes in Fall and Spring. She also served as a keynote speaker for a
KC event. Dr. Gakiya enjoyed getting to know faculty and students at KC as well as the general
Okadayama area.
The English Faculty expressed that they have taken advantage of Dr. Gakiya’s expertise in
Global leadership and women. Cindi SturtzSreetharan (KCC-JEE) was delighted to give a lecture
in Dr Gakiya’s class entitled “Global Bodies, Social Change” on May 13th. Students were so
kind to ask questions and to participate in the lecture.
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Vice President of Administration
Tami Mizuno
The KCC-JEE 100th Anniversary Celebration in 2020
We held the 100th Annual Meeting by Zoom on September
12, 2020, with 95 attendees from the US and Japan. We
appreciate the support of the whole KCC-JEE family. We
will work to continue this small organization for the next 100
years.
Office Administrator
Ms. Kanae Takenaka completed her 6th year as KCC-JEE office administrator this past July 25,
2021. She is always busy coordinating events and information with the many programs,
communicating between Kobe College in Japan and KCC-JEE in Chicago, as well as being
responsible for various other duties under the difficult environment with COVID-19. KCC-JEE
greatly appreciates Kanae’s excellent work.
Office Lease
KCC-JEE renewed its lease for the office space with Imperial Realty Company.
Term: July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022.
Cost: $613/month
Insurance Coverage/ Commercial Package
KCC-JEE also renewed coverage for the workers’ compensation and general liability insurance
policies in 2021.
Term: May 18, 2021 – May 18, 2022
Cost: $836/month

Thank you for joining in
Celebrating KCC-JEE’s 100th Anniversary
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Vice President of Development
Eric Fulcomer
We received $17,534.34 in gifts during the FY2020 year. This exceeded our goal of $12,000 but
was less than the $26,083.98 that we raised last year. Thank you to all who donated to make our
programs possible. The donors during FY2020 are listed below.
Verenice
Staci
Fusako Joan
Lynn
Liv
Cathy
Susan
George
Carol
Yumiko
Eric
Angie
Edward
Elizabeth
Kay
Michelle
Reiko
Ching F
Ken
Yuko
Terumi
Camille
Marjorie
Manami
Toyoko
Takako
Tomoko
Sachiko
Teruko
Abbi
Eiko
Tami
Etsuko

Alfaro
Ambrose
Aochi
Cohee
Coleman
Davidson
Doffing
Drake
Edmonds
Fujino
Fulcomer
Gaspar
Grant
Hartung-Cole
Hawbaker
Hobby-Mears
Horai
Hsiao
Ii
Ishimori
Joki
Jones
Kinsey
Kobayashi
Kodama
Koplin
Kuhn
Matsumoto
Matsumura
Mayland
Meshii
Mizuno
Morris

(BD)

(BD)
(BD)
(BD)

(BD)

(BD)
(BD)

Mayumi
Naramura
Yuko
Nasu
Hiroko
Nishimura
Mari
Noda
Yuki
Ohigashi
Michiko
Okazaki
Irene
Osuga
Elizabeth
Pexton
Miki Inagaki
Radack
Kyoko
Sagawa
Yoko
Sakata
Yasuko
Sanborn
Makiko
Sato
Midori
Sato
Randall
Smith
Jeanne
Sokolowski
Victor
Strandberg
Cindi
SturzSreetharan
Go
Sugiura
Kaoru
Sugiura
Machiko
Suzue
Makiko
Taya
Kenneth
Tornheim
Julia
Vassar Samson
Nancy
Waichler
Nobuko
Wedick
Roberta
Wollons
Michiko
Yamaguchi
Yuriko
Yanagisawa
Noriko
Yoneji
Fumiyo
Young
John
Zeugner
Northern California Branch Assoc.

(BD) KCC-JEE Board Members 2020-2021
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(BD)

(BD)
(BD)

(BD)

(BD)

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
2020-2021
OFFICERS
Dr. Roberta Wollons (1997-), President
Ken Tornheim (2012-), Vice President, Finance & Treasurer
Tami Mizuno (2014-), Vice President, Administration & Secretary
Dr. Cindi SturtzSreetharan (2003-2008, 2012-) Vice President, Programs
Dr. Eric Fulcomer (2018-) Vice President, Development

DIRECTORS
Dr. Liv Coleman (2019-)
Angela Gaspar (2006-)
Elizabeth Hartung-Cole (2018-)
Toyoko Kodama (2019-)
Abbi Mayland (2019-)
Dr. Yuki Ohigashi (2013-)
Go Sugiura (2007-)

HONORARY MEMBERS
Georgene Corbitt
Sue Doffing
Masaru Funai
Natsuko Furuya
Dr. Pat Gottschalk
Marjorie Kinsey
Dave Therkelsen
Kay Sugiura
Fumiyo Young
Nancy Waichler
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